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Agency, Board, or Commission Name:  Ohio State Racing Commission  

 

Rule Contact Name and Contact Information: Tanya.Boulmetis@Racing.Ohio.gov   

Office #614-779-0270   

 

 

Regulation/Package Title (a general description of the rules’ substantive content):   

 

Chapter 4 No-change 5-year rule review.  

 

Rule Number(s):    3769-4-16 – 3769-4-58;  3769-4-99 

 

Date of Submission for CSI Review:  December 4, 2023 

 

Public Comment Period End Date:  December 14, 2023 

Rule Type/Number of Rules: 

New/___ rules  

Amended/___ rules (FYR?_Y__) 

 

No Change/_44_ rules (FYR? _Y_) 

Rescinded/____ rules (FYR? ___) 

 

 

The Common Sense Initiative is established in R.C. 107.61 to eliminate excessive and 

duplicative rules and regulations that stand in the way of job creation.  Under the Common 

Sense Initiative, agencies must balance the critical objectives of regulations that have an 

adverse impact on business with the costs of compliance by the regulated parties. Agencies 

should promote transparency, responsiveness, predictability, and flexibility while 

developing regulations that are fair and easy to follow. Agencies should prioritize 

compliance over punishment, and to that end, should utilize plain language in the 

development of regulations. 
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Reason for Submission 

1. R.C. 106.03 and 106.031 require agencies, when reviewing a rule, to determine 

whether the rule has an adverse impact on businesses as defined by R.C. 107.52.  If 

the agency determines that it does, it must complete a business impact analysis and 

submit the rule for CSI review.   

 

Which adverse impact(s) to businesses has the agency determined the rule(s) create?  

 

The rule(s): 

a. ☒     Requires a license, permit, or any other prior authorization to engage in or 

operate a line of business. 

b. ☒     Imposes a criminal penalty, a civil penalty, or another sanction, or creates a 

cause of action for failure to comply with its terms.   

c. ☒     Requires specific expenditures or the report of information as a condition of 

compliance.  

d. ☐     Is likely to directly reduce the revenue or increase the expenses of the lines of 

business to which it will apply or applies. 

 

Regulatory Intent 

2. Please briefly describe the draft regulation in plain language.   

 
3769-4-16 The permit holders’ requirement to keep bathrooms and facilities in a sanitary 
condition.  

3769-4-17 This regulation restricts the use of tip sheets.  
3769-4-18 The jockeys’ quarters must be clean.  

3769-4-19 The permit holders must have adequate living quarters for stable employees. 
3769-4-20 The permit holder must maintain a first aid room. 

3769-4-21 The permit holder’s video recording requirements of the race.  
3769-4-22 The stewards are responsible to the commission and make all decisions regarding 
the rules of racing.  

3769-4-23 This regulation defines the state steward and states this steward oversees the other 
stewards.  

3769-4-24 This rule describes the stewards’ powers subject to the limitations in 3769.091.  
3769-4-25 The stewards have the right to request documents to determine compliance with 

the racing rules.  
3769-4-26 The individuals who can be supervised by the stewards.  
3769-4-27 The stewards may suspend or exclude from the permit holder premises any 

objectionable characters and persons who have been ruled off by the racing authority of any 
other state or country so long as such ruling of such authority remains in force.  

3769-4-28 The stewards may appoint a deputy in an emergency.  
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3769-4-29 The stewards shall fill vacancies occurring in other official positions unless the 
permit holder shall have filled them and notified the stewards prior to the time set for the 

first race  
3769-4-30 The stewards must daily visit the race secretary office at a time not later than ten 

minutes before scratch time and to remain until all their business is completed.  
3769-4-31 This regulation discusses when an official can be disqualified.  
3769-4-32 The stewards must file a daily report with the commission. 

3769-4-33 If the stewards disagree on an issue, the procedure they must follow.  
3769-4-34 The stewards control all entries into a race.  

3769-4-35 The stewards shall determine the number of horses which may safely be started in 
any race.  

3769-4-36 The stewards can order the examination of any horse. The stewards can 
determine that the horse is not fit to race.  
3769-4-37 This rule discusses situations when the stewards may disqualify a horse from a 

race.  
3769-4-38 The stewards may postpone a race from day to day.  The stewards may order a 

horse or horses withdrawn from any race.  
3769-4-39 The stewards may replace a rider or a trainer if they believe there is fraudulent 

practices.  
3769-4-40 Complaints against racing officials must be in writing.  
3769-4-41 The stewards can disqualify a horse whether or not an objection is filed.  

3769-4-42 The procedure to file an objection.  
3769-4-43 A person cannot be a steward if he/she has an interest in a horse in the race.  

3769-4-44 The commission may require all stewards, placing, and patrol judges to undergo 
periodic vision examinations.  

3769-4-45 The commission approves all officials.  
3769-4-46 The duties of the placing judges.  
3769-4-47 The permit holder shall provide a camera for a photo finish.  

3769-4-48 The duties of the paddock judge.  
3769-4-49 A qualified horseshoe inspector shall be in the paddock to inspect horses’ shoes. 

3769-4-50 The duties of the track veterinarian  
3769-4-51 The duties of the clerk of scales.  

3769-4-52 Additional duties for the clerk of scales.  
3769-4-53 Additional duties for the clerk of scales.  
3769-4-54 Clerk of scales must report to the racing secretary.  

3769-4-55 Duties of the patrol judges.  
3769-4-56 The permit holders’ duties regarding the recording of the race time.  

3769-4-57 Who may be subject to an alcohol breath test. 
3769-4-58 The permit holder has to have a paddock judge.   

3769-4-99 The penalties the commission may impose. 

 
 

3. Please list the Ohio statute(s) that authorize the agency, board, or commission to 

adopt the rule(s) and the statute(s) that amplify that authority.  

a. 3769.03 
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4. Does the regulation implement a federal requirement?   Is the proposed regulation 

being adopted or amended to enable the state to obtain or maintain approval to 

administer and enforce a federal law or to participate in a federal program?  

 

a. No, it is not part of any federal program. 

 

5. If the regulation implements a federal requirement, but includes provisions not 

specifically required by the federal government, please explain the rationale for 

exceeding the federal requirement. 

a. N/A 

6. What is the public purpose for this regulation (i.e., why does the Agency feel that 

there needs to be any regulation in this area at all)? 

a. To protect the public and participants.  These regulations are needed for safe and 

fair operations of a race meeting. 

7. How will the Agency measure the success of this regulation in terms of outputs 

and/or outcomes? 

a. These rules have been in place for some time and the Commission believes the 

success of these rules has been demonstrated. 

8. Are any of the proposed rules contained in this rule package being submitted pursuant 

to R.C. 101.352, 101.353, 106.032, 121.93, or 121.931?   
If yes, please specify the rule number(s), the specific R.C. section requiring this submission, 

and a detailed explanation. 

 

Development of the Regulation 

9. Please list the stakeholders included by the Agency in the development or initial 

review of the draft regulation.  

 

a. The primary stakeholders are the seven commercial permit holders and members of 

the horsemen’s associations who are required to implement and/or follow these 
rules. 
 

10. What input was provided by the stakeholders, and how did that input affect the draft 

regulation being proposed by the Agency? 

a. These rules were provided to the industry for comments.  The Commission does not 

believe that these rules need to be changed to comply with the 5-year review. . 

11. What scientific data was used to develop the rule or the measurable outcomes of the 

rule?  How does this data support the regulation being proposed?  

a. No additional scientific data was used to develop these rules. 
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12. What alternative regulations (or specific provisions within the regulation) did the 

Agency consider, and why did it determine that these alternatives were not 

appropriate?  If none, why didn’t the Agency consider regulatory alternatives? 
 

a. No alternative regulations were considered as these rules have been in existence for 
several years. 
 

13. What measures did the Agency take to ensure that this regulation does not duplicate 

an existing Ohio regulation? 

a. No other agency regulates horse racing in Ohio; therefore, no duplication will occur. 

14. Please describe the Agency’s plan for implementation of the regulation, including any 

measures to ensure that the regulation is applied consistently and predictably for the 

regulated community. 

a. The Commission has employees at all commercial tracks to ensure compliance with 
these rules. 

Adverse Impact to Business 

15. Provide a summary of the estimated cost of compliance with the rule(s). Specifically, 

please do the following: 

 

a.   Identify the scope of the impacted business community, 
i. The scope of the impacted business community includes the seven-

commercial permit holders in Ohio and the licensees associated with horse 

racing;. and 

b. Quantify and identify the nature of all adverse impact (e.g., fees, fines, employer 

time for compliance, etc.) 
 

3769-4-16 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 
permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 

denied. It costs approximately twenty -five thousand dollars a year. 
3769-4-17 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 

permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 
denied. 
3769-4-18 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 

permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 
denied. It costs approximately three thousand dollars a year 

3769-4-19 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 
permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 

denied. It costs five thousand dollars per year. 
3769-4-20 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 
permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 

denied. It costs approximately eight thousand dollars a year for a first aid room. 
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3769-4-21 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 
permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 

denied. It costs two thousand dollars each race day. 
3769-4-22 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 

permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 
denied. 
3769-4-23 The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing 

permit could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be 
denied. 

3769-4-24 No adverse impact. 
3769-4-25 Depending upon the number of documents requested, it could cost the person 

up to three hundred dollars to obtain the documents. 
3769-4-26 The person could be fined up to one thousand dollars and could be suspended 
up to one year. 

3769-4-27 No adverse impact. 
3769-4-28 No adverse impact. 

3769-4-29 No adverse impact. 
3769-4-30 The steward could be fined up to one thousand dollars and suspended for one 

year. 
3769-4-31 The official could be fined up to one thousand dollars and suspended for one 
year. 

3769-4-32 The steward could be fined up to one thousand dollars and suspended for one 
year. 

3769-4-33 No adverse impact. 
3769-4-34 The owner or trainer could possibly lose thousands of dollars if the horse is 

not able to enter a race. 
3769-4-35 The owner or trainer could possibly lose thousands of dollars if the horse is 
not able to enter a race. 

3769-4-36 The owner or trainer could possibly lose thousands of dollars if the horse is 
not able to enter a race. 

3769-4-37 The owner or trainer could possibly lose thousands of dollars if the horse is 
not able to enter a race. 

3769-4-38 The owner or trainer could possibly lose thousands of dollars if the horse is 
not able to enter a race. 
3769-4-39 The jockey or trainer may be removed and lose hundreds of dollars for not 

being able to race. 
3769-4-40 It could take thirty minutes to fill out a written complaint 

3769-4-41 Depending upon the purse, an owner or trainer could lose thousands of 

dollars for being disqualified 

3769-4-42 It takes approximately ten minutes to file an objection. 
3769-4-43 A person could not be a steward and cost him/her up to one thousand dollars 
a day 

3769-4-44 It could cost up to three hundred dollars for a vision examination 
3769-4-45 The permit holder will need to find a new official which can take some time. 
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3769-4-47 It can cost two thousand dollars per day for visual equipment. 
3769-4-48 It costs one hundred dollars a day for a paddock judge. 

3769-4-49 It costs one hundred dollars a day for horseshoe inspector. 
3769-4-50 It costs three hundred dollars a day for a track veterinarian. 

3769-4-51 It costs one hundred dollars per day for clerk of scales. 
3769-4-52 It costs one hundred dollars per day for clerk of scales. 
3769-4-53 It costs one hundred dollars per day for clerk of scales. 

3769-4-54 It costs one hundred dollars per day for clerk of scales. 
3769-4-55 It costs one hundred dollars per day for a patrol judge. 

3769-4-56 It costs approximately four hundred dollars per race day to lease the 
equipment. 

3769-4-57 It costs one hundred dollars a day to operate an alcohol breath testing device. 
3769-4-99 A person could be fined up to one thousand dollars and suspended up to one 
year. The permit holder could be fined up to one thousand dollars. The racing permit 

could be suspended up to one year or revoked. A new racing permit could be denied. 
 

16. Are there any proposed changes to the rules that will reduce a regulatory burden 

imposed on the business community? Please identify.  
No 

 

17. Why did the Agency determine that the regulatory intent justifies the adverse impact 

to the regulated business community? 

 

Regulatory Flexibility 

18. Does the regulation provide any exemptions or alternative means of compliance for 

small businesses?  Please explain. 

a. No, this regulation applies to only seven commercial racetrack permit holders; 

therefore, an exemption for small businesses is not applicable. 

19. How will the agency apply Ohio Revised Code section 119.14 (waiver of fines and 

penalties for paperwork violations and first-time offenders) into implementation of 

the regulation? 

a. R.C. 119.14 is not applicable. 

20. What resources are available to assist small businesses with compliance of the 

regulation? 

a. The Commission website is www.racingohio.net 

b. The Commission phone number is 614-466-2757 

c. The Commission facsimile number is 614-466-1900 

d. Contact Deputy Director:  Tanya.Boulmetis@racing.ohio.gov  

http://www.racingohio.net/
mailto:Tanya.Boulmetis@racing.ohio.gov


 
3769-4-16 Sanitation.

Each permit holder shall, on every racing day, provide and maintain in a strictly sanitary
condition, such adequate toilets, washrooms and facilities for furnishing the reasonable
needs of its patrons, horsemen and persons having business at the track as may be
reasonably required by the commission. Each permit holder shall also provide a sufficient
number of drinking water fountains to provide for the reasonable needs of its patrons as
determined by the commission.
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3769-4-17 Tip sheets.

Unless authorized by the permit holder and by the commission, no printed material dealing
with odds, horses or the races shall be sold, peddled or given away within any part of
the premises of the permit holder, its entrances, approaches or places within its control.
The permit holder shall not grant permission to sell any tip sheet, pamphlet or other
publication making false or unwarranted representations. Nothing herein contained shall
be construed as applicable to any newspaper, periodical, weekly or monthly magazine of
general circulation.
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3769-4-18 Jockeys' quarters.

Every permit holder shall pay particular care to the cleanliness, sanitation and the
appearance of the jockeys' quarters to the end that they will be clean, sanitary and habitable
at all times.
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3769-4-19 Living quarters.

Every permit holder shall provide adequate and sanitary living quarters, with proper
sanitary arrangements, and ample and convenient toilet and heating facilities for stable
employees, and shall provide in its stable area at least one tack room of a minimum area
of one hundred square feet for every six horses stabled with adequate facilities for housing
personnel therein.
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3769-4-20 First aid room.

Every permit holder shall have and maintain on its premises a first aid room with first-
aid equipment to include a defibrillator and such other equipment as directed by the
commission. The permit holder shall provide one or more paramedics as defined in section
4765.01 of the Revised Code in the first aid room during racing hours.
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3769-4-21 Visual recordings.

(A) Each permit holder conducting running racing under the jurisdiction of the commission
shall take and make at its expense a complete film recording or other visual recording
of all races run under the permit. The arrangements for said film recordings, or other
visual recordings, shall be in a form satisfactory to the Ohio state racing commission,
and said recordings shall be developed as soon as possible after the end of any race
in order to enable the officials to judge the race and rule on all claims of infractions
of the rules and thereby better protect the interest of the public in racing.

(B) Said film recordings shall be made with at least three separate television cameras
operated by qualified personnel and located as follows:

(1) In a tower which provides a good head-on view of the entire home stretch;

(2) In a tower which provides a good head-on view of the entire back stretch;

(3) Near the finish line so that it provides a good panoramic view of the start and
the entire race.

(C) In order to educate and protect the jockeys at running tracks, such permit holders shall
show said visual recordings the day following to all interested jockeys.

(D) When any steward's ruling regarding a riding violation is appealed to the commission,
the permit holder shall file with the racing commission, at its request, the film or
visual recording of the race.

(E) Each permit holder shall retain the film or visual recording of all races for a minimum
period of two years plus the current year.
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3769-4-22 Officials, stewards.

(A) Stewards shall be responsible to the commission and may be penalized under the
provisions of rule 3769-4-99 of the Administrative Code at any time for failure to
perform their duties to the satisfaction of the commission.

(B) The stewards, of which there shall always be three in number, or a majority of them
shall determine all questions with reference to racing arising during the meeting and
all questions with reference to licensing, entries, or other matters arising before the
meeting has begun to the extent to which they are authorized to act under the rules
of racing, and in such questions their orders shall supersede the orders of the other
officials of the permit holders.
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3769-4-23 Officials, state stewards.

Where parimutuel wagering is permitted for ten or more days in any meeting, one of the
three stewards shall be appointed by the Ohio state racing commission. Such steward shall
be known as the state steward and shall be paid by the Ohio state racing commission. The
state steward shall be the presiding steward of the meeting for which he/she is appointed
by the commission.
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3769-4-24 Officials' powers.

(A) For disorderly conduct or breach of the peace or for violation of the rules of racing,
orders of the commission, or any regulations the stewards may establish, the stewards
of racing meetings shall have the power to fine any licensee an amount not in excess
of the amount permitted by section 3769.091 of the Revised Code and/or suspend a
license for a period of time permitted by section 3769.091 of the Revised Code and
refer the licensee to the commission for further action. In the case of an indefinite
suspension, the commission shall act on the matter referred to it by the stewards within
sixty days.

(B) On appeal or on its own motion, the commission shall have the power to reverse, vacate
or modify in any manner any order of the stewards.

(C) Any regulations adopted by the stewards shall be consistent with the rules of racing,
shall be promptly reported in writing to the commission upon adoption, and shall
remain in effect unless and until the commission shall otherwise order.
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3769-4-25 Right to inspect.

(A) The stewards shall have the right to inspect all licenses, including owner, trainer, jockey,
authorized agent, and jockey agent, and all papers pertinent thereto, and all jockey
contracts and assumed names and papers pertinent thereto. The stewards may demand
production of any license, contract or papers to be satisfied as to their validity and as
to compliance with the rules of racing.

(B) Failure to produce the required documents, when requested by the stewards, shall be
a violation of this rule and shall subject said person to the penalties provided in rule
3769-4-99 of the Administrative Code.
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3769-4-26 Supervision by stewards.

(A) All owners, trainers, jockeys, grooms and other persons attendant upon horses shall be
under the general supervision of the stewards, and they also shall have supervision
over all racing officials and over those parts of the premises of the permit holder
used for the conduct of racing. The stewards shall have free access to any parts of
the premises used for racing.

(B) The stewards shall also have general supervision over all other persons licensed by
the Ohio state racing commission while such persons are on the premises of a
permit holder. Such licensed persons shall include but not be limited to concession,
maintenance, mutuel and parking lot employees.

(C) The stewards may take disciplinary action against any licensee who has conducted
himself/herself in a manner detrimental to the sport of horse racing by the
indiscriminate use of profanity, failure to properly perform their duties which directly
affect the track patrons, the treatment of patrons or other persons on the track premises
in a discourteous manner, or by other actions which are found to be generally
unacceptable by patrons and/or the stewards.
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3769-4-27 Objectionable characters.

The stewards may suspend or exclude from the stands and premises improper and
objectionable characters and persons who have been ruled off by the racing authority of
any other state or country so long as such ruling of such authority remains in force.
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3769-4-28 May appoint deputy.

In an emergency any steward may appoint his own deputy at any time. If only one steward
is present in the stand, he may name additional persons to serve with him. If none of the
stewards is present, the clerk of the course shall name persons to serve in the absence of the
stewards and shall report the absence in writing to the commission. In no case will there be
less than three stewards in attendance during the running of the races.
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3769-4-29 Provision to fill vacancy.

The stewards shall fill vacancies occurring in other official positions unless the permit
holder shall have filled them and notified the stewards prior to the time set for the first race
to leave the paddock for the starting post, and such appointments shall be subject only to
the confirmation of the commission. Should any vacancy occur after the above-mentioned
time, the stewards shall fill the vacancy at once, the appointment standing only for one day
unless the permit holder shall not have filled the vacancy and notified the stewards one hour
before the time set for the first race of the following day.
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3769-4-30 Steward at racing secretary's office.

It shall be the duty of one or more of the stewards to be in daily attendance at the office of
the racing secretary at a time not later than ten minutes before scratch time and to remain
until their business is completed.
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3769-4-31 Disqualification to act as official.

(A) Any official who has an interest in any of the horses engaged in a particular race is
disqualified from acting in any official capacity in that race. In the event of such
disqualification the commission shall be notified by the disqualified person and shall
appoint a substitute.

(B) An official may be fined, or his license may be suspended, revoked or denied at any time
by the commission for incompetence, failure to follow or enforce the rules, or any
conduct detrimental to the sport including the use of alcoholic beverages in violation
of rule 3769-4-57 of the Administrative Code or the use of any unlawful drugs, or
being guilty of other improper conduct.
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3769-4-32 Daily reports.

The stewards shall prepare and make a daily report to the commission which shall include
all fines and suspensions with the names and detailed reasons; the names of all persons
barred from the grounds by the stewards; the record of horses claimed with claiming price
and the names of new and old owners; and such other data as the stewards may feel it
necessary to include or as required by the commission. The daily reports shall be sent to
the commission daily.
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3769-4-33 Minority opinion.

Should the stewards disagree, a vote will be taken and the decision of the majority will
stand. The notation that there was a minority opinion will be made by the dissenting person
in a report to the commission. If there is no majority decision, the question or problem will
be submitted to the commission.
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3769-4-34 Entries and declarations.

All entries and declarations shall be under the supervision of the stewards, and they may,
without notice, refuse the entries of any person or the transfer of any entries.
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3769-4-35 Number of horses to race.

The stewards shall determine the number of horses which may safely be started in any purse
race, taking into account the limitations of the track. If more horses are entered than may be
permitted to start, the starters for the race shall be determined by lot, and the post positions
shall be in the order in which the starters are drawn. At the discretion of the racing secretary,
a race may be divided and post positions drawn for each division.
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3769-4-36 Stewards' list.

The stewards may at any time order an examination of any horse entered in a race or which
has run in a race. They may bar the further entry of any horse, and such barred horses shall
be placed on a list designated as the stewards' list and shall not be eligible to be entered
until they are removed by the stewards from the list. The stewards' list shall be posted in the
racing secretary's office with the names of horses barred by the stewards and the date barred.
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3769-4-37 May disqualify horse.

The stewards may require the owner and/or trainer of a horse to prove that the horse is
qualified in every way to participate in a race. They may also require proof that the horse
was not nominated by, or is not the property, wholly or in part, of a disqualified person. If
not satisfied with such proof, the stewards may disqualify the horse.
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3769-4-38 Postponement; withdrawn.

The stewards may postpone a race from day to day. The stewards may order a horse or
horses withdrawn from any race after it or they have left the paddock and before the start
has been effected. In such event, the permit holder shall make a refund of all straight, place
and show wagers on the horse or horses withdrawn (except in the case of a horse which
may represent part of an entry or mutuel field of two or more horses, with respect to which
horse withdrawn there shall be no refund of straight, place or show wagers), and shall
make appropriate adjustments in the exotic pool if the race from which the horse or horses
withdrawn is one on which exotic wagering is based.
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3769-4-39 Replace rider.

The stewards may (for cause or on suspicion of fraudulent practices or attempts) replace
any rider with a rider of their selection or place any horse in the charge of a trainer of
their selection. Any such action shall be reported by the stewards to the commission with
reasons therefor.
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3769-4-40 Complaints against officials.

Complaints against an official or officials shall be made to the stewards in writing signed
by the complainants. All such complaints shall be reported in writing to the commission
together with any action taken thereon.
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3769-4-41 Foul riding; disqualification.

(A) The stewards shall take cognizance of foul riding whether objection to same is made
or not.

(B) The stewards shall determine the extent of disqualification in cases of fouls occurring
during the running of the race. They may place an offending horse behind such horses
as in their judgment it interfered with, or they may place it last.
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3769-4-42 Objections.

(A) All objections shall be made to the stewards and may be withdrawn only with
permission of the stewards. Objections relating to a horse engaged in a race may be
made by the owners, trainers, or jockeys of other horses engaged in the race or by
officials of the meeting. All objections, except claims of foul or interference during a
race, must be in writing and lodged with the stewards within twenty-four hours after
the running of the race in question. If there is expense involved in investigating the
objection, the stewards may require a reasonable deposit not to exceed five hundred
dollars. If the objection is sustained, the deposit shall be returned after deduction of
the expense of investigation unless the stewards relieve the objector of this expense.
A deposit shall be declared forfeited by the stewards if the objection should prove to
be frivolous or vexatious. All forfeited deposits shall be treated in the same manner
as fines.

(B) One or more outriders shall be equipped with a radio, for direct contact with the
stewards, so that any jockey who intends to file an objection regarding a claim of foul
or interference during a race shall do so immediately without waiting until he/she has
returned to the dismounting area.

(C) Any outrider who receives an objection from a jockey shall immediately report the
objection to the stewards.
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3769-4-43 Must be disinterested.

No one interested in the result of a race at any commercial meeting, either because of
ownership of any horse entered, or because of ownership of an entered horse's sire or dam,
or because of wagers or otherwise, shall act as steward, judge, starter or official therein.
For any violation of this rule, the offending person or persons may be penalized under the
provisions of rule 3769-4-99 of the Administrative Code.
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3769-4-44 Eye tests.

The commission may require all stewards, placing and patrol judges to undergo periodic
vision examinations conducted by licensed oculists, optometrists or other eye specialists.
Such examination is to include tests involving distance and color. When such examinations
are required, the original examination report will be forwarded to the commission.
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3769-4-45 Commission approval required of all officials.

All officials designated in rule 3769-2-10 of the Administrative Code shall be appointed by
the permit holder subject to the approval of the commission. The commission reserves the
right to require at any time the change of any official or officials for what the commission
deems good and sufficient reason.
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3769-4-46 Placing.

At the time the horses reach the finish line, the placing judges shall occupy the stand
provided for them and shall determine the order of finish. In such determination, a horse
whose nose shall have reached the finish line shall be deemed ahead of all horses whose
noses shall not have reached the finish line. The placing judges shall announce their decision
as to the order of finish, and their decisions shall be final unless objection to any horse
placed in the first four positions be raised and sustained. However, the placing judges may,
with the concurrence or at the direction of the stewards, correct any mistake in the order of
finish announced. In the absence of any objections, or upon decisions having been reached
with relation to any objections raised and any changes in the order of finish required by
such decisions having been made, the placing judges shall cause the sign "official" to be
displayed; and no ruling of the placing judges or stewards thereafter made shall have any
bearing with relation to the payment of winning parimutuel tickets.
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3769-4-47 Photographic finish.

The permit holder shall provide a camera, approved by the commission, which shall be
used to photograph each finish. In the event two or more horses reach the finish post so
closely aligned that it is difficult for the placing judges to determine the order of finish for
any of the first four positions, the negative or a positive print may be inspected and decision
reached therefrom. A print or prints of the finish or their equivalents shall be posted for
public inspection. However, in the event of any mechanical difficulty or insufficient light
for a picture to be taken, the placing judges shall make a decision, and it shall be final.
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3769-4-48 Paddock judge.

The paddock judge shall keep a record of all equipment carried by a horse, and in subsequent
races changes will be permitted only with the consent of the paddock judge and stewards.
Blinker and whip changes shall also be subject to the approval of the starter and stewards.
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3769-4-49 Horseshoe inspector.

A qualified horseshoe inspector employed by the permit holder shall be in attendance in
the paddock to examine the plating of each horse in each race to see that all horses are
properly shod and make such changes as may be required. He shall report his findings to the
paddock judge for transmission to the stewards. Bar plates may be used with the consent
of the stewards. A horse shall not start in a race if not properly shod.
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3769-4-50 Track veterinarian.

A veterinarian licensed to practice in Ohio, shall be in the paddock for each commercial
thoroughbred race. The track veterinarian shall supervise an examination of every horse
scheduled to start in a race at the meeting. The track veterinarian shall maintain a list of
such horses which, in his or her opinion, are unfit for racing and shall report to the stewards
daily on each horse entered for the day's races, stating whether it is or is not physically fit
to race. The veterinarian's list shall be posted in the racing secretary's office. The list shall
be kept current with the date a horse was placed on the veterinarian's list.
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3769-4-51 Clerk of scales.

The clerk of the scales shall weigh jockeys out and in on scales provided and checked for
accuracy by the permit holder.
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3769-4-52 Announce overweight.

The clerk of the scales shall record on the notice board and also have public announcement
made of any overweight or any change in jockey, weight or racing colors from those stated
on the official program. He shall promptly advise all racing officials of such changes.
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3769-4-53 Report to stewards.

The clerk of the scales shall report promptly to the stewards any infraction of the rules of
racing with respect to weight, weighing or riding equipment and any other infraction which
may come to his notice.
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3769-4-54 Report to racing secretary.

The clerk of the scales shall report to the racing secretary after each race the weight carried
by each horse in the race together with the name of each jockey and any overweight. He
shall also report post time, running time and such other data as from time to time may be
required.
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3769-4-55 Patrol judges.

(A) With the prior approval of the commission one or more patrol judges may be assigned to
approved posts of vantage about the course and, when so assigned shall observe each
race and, shall be in direct voice contact with the stewards. They shall immediately
report to the stewards any violations of the rules of racing observed by them
immediately after the finish, and no posting of the order of finish shall be official
until all patrol judges have verbally reported to the stewards.

(B) Each patrol judge shall write a report of their observations of every race, documenting
all violations of the rules of racing they observe during the running of a race. These
reports shall be delivered to the state steward at the conclusion of each racing
program and a copy of these reports shall be included with the daily report sent
to the commission. When requested by the state steward, the patrol judges will
make themselves available to testify at any hearing concerning violations they have
observed.

(C) The requirements of paragraphs (A) and (B) of this rule may be waived by the
commission upon application of a permit holder who demonstrates satisfactorily to
the commission that adequate electronic and television equipment have been installed
by the permit holder for purposes of officiating the running of the races.
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3769-4-56 Timers.

(A) At all commercial race tracks, the time of every race shall be accurately taken by an
electrical timing device approved by the commission, in addition, and by at least
one person with a stopwatch. In the event of a temporary failure of the electrical
timing device at a commercial race track, it will be permissible for said track to have
the official time of each race taken by three individual timers with stopwatches. In
addition, under unusual circumstances, the official time can be determined by using
the appropriate scientific equipment to determine an accurate time from the official
film of the race. The recorded time will be entered in the record, in minutes, seconds,
and fifths of seconds. The time of the race shall be publicly announced or posted.

(B) For county fair racing it is permissible for the time of the race to be taken by three
individual timers with stopwatches.

(C) In the event an accurate official time cannot be determined for a race no unofficial time
shall be announced or entered in the record.
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3769-4-57 Provide breath analyzer.

(A) Every commercial permit holder shall provide an alcohol breath testing device, operated
by a person approved by the commission to use such device. Such device shall
be approved by the commission. All jockeys, apprentice jockeys, clerk of scales,
jockey room custodian, identifier, outriders, pony persons, valets, stewards, placing
judges, paddock judges, assistant starters and starters shall be required to submit
to a breath test at each racing program in which they participate. In addition,
the executive secretary, any member of the Ohio state racing commission, any
commission investigator, the stewards, or the track chief of security may order any
person licensed by the Ohio state racing commission to submit to a breath test at any
time they have reason to believe the licensed person may have consumed sufficient
alcohol to cause them to fail said breath test.

(B) In the case of jockeys, apprentice jockeys, outriders and pony persons, if the results
of such test show a reading of more the .035 per cent of alcohol in the blood, such
jockey, apprentice jockey, outrider or pony person shall not be permitted to ride and
shall be suspended for a minimum of three racing days, under provisions of the rules
of the Ohio state racing commission. In the case of stewards, placing judges, starters,
and valets, if the test results in a reading of more than .035 per cent of alcohol in
the blood, that individual shall be relieved of his or her duties for that program and
a report shall be made to the commission for appropriate action. In the case of any
other licensee, they shall be suspended, beginning that day, under the provisions of
the rules of the Ohio state racing commission.

(C) For a second violation of paragraph (B) of this rule a licensee shall be fined one hundred
dollars and shall be suspended for a period of not more than sixty days. For a third
violation a licensee shall be fined two hundred fifty dollars, suspended for sixty days,
and his or her case be referred to the commission for further action.

(D) Should any person licensed by the Ohio state racing commission refuse to submit to a
breath test, such licensee shall be fined one hundred dollars and suspended for seven
days for the first offense. For a second refusal, an licensee shall be fined two hundred
fifty dollars and suspended for thirty days. For any additional refusals to submit to
a breath test, a licensee shall be fined two hundred fifty dollars, suspended for sixty
days, and his or her case referred to the commission for any further action deemed.
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3769-4-58 Posting of jockey insurance coverage.

(A) A permit holder shall have on file with the commission a copy of the actual policy and
post in the jockeys' quarters a summary of the permit holder's insurance coverage for
jockeys who are injured while on the grounds of the permit holder and shall, upon
the request of any licensed jockey who is participating in the race meeting, provide a
copy of the policy of such insurance. Such request shall be made in writing to a racing
official designated by the permit holder in the notice to respond to such requests.

(B) In the event that the insurance policy is changed during the race meeting the permit
holder shall promptly notify the commission and post a notice of any such changes.
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3769-4-99 Penalties commission may impose.

(A) For a violation of any rule in this chapter and unless a rule specifically precludes the
stewards from doing so, the stewards, upon the concurrence of two such officials, may
fine a licensee an amount not in excess of the amount permitted by section 3769.091 of
the Revised Code and/or suspend licenses, upon the concurrence of two such officials,
for a period not to exceed the length of time permitted by section 3769.091 of the
Revised Code and/or refer the licensee to the commission for further action.

Any fine or suspension may be appealed to the commission. Such appeal shall stay
the fine or suspension until further action by the commission.

(B) In addition to any other penalty provided, or in the event no penalty has been provided,
the commission, may, upon finding a licensee has violated a rule of this chapter, fine
the licensee an amount not in excess of the amount prescribed by law and/or deny,
suspend or revoke any Ohio state racing commission license held by the licensee and/
or rule off any such licensee from all Ohio race tracks.

(C) Should the commission find a permit holder, or a representative of the permit holder has
violated a rule in this chapter, they may fine said permit holder or the representative
of the permit holder an amount not in excess of the amount prescribed by law and/
or deny, suspend or revoke any license and/or permit held by said permit holder
or representative of the permit holder and/or rule off any such permit holder's
representative.

(D) Each day during which any violation of a rule in this chapter continues to occur shall
be considered a separate offense and any person and/or permit holder continuing to
violate said rule or rules may be penalized separately for each day the violation occurs.

(E) Any person who violates any provisions of the Horse Racing Act or any of the Ohio
rules of racing for which no penalty is otherwise provided, may be denied a license
under such rules. A licensee under such rules may be fined, may have his/her license
suspended or revoked or may be ruled off. Any permit holder who violates any of
the provisions of the Horse Racing Act or any of the Ohio rules of racing for which
a penalty is not otherwise provided, may have the permit suspended or revoked, or
may be denied a permit upon subsequent application therefor.
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